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What indeed has Athens to do with Jerusalem? What concord is
there between the Academy and the Church?” According to
third-century Christian apologist Tertullian, not much.1 From

precisely the opposite perspective, the twentieth-century “secular
humanist” John Dewey would have echoed Tertullian, although he was
as greatly indebted to Christian thought as Tertullian was to the pagans;
he would have described himself as deeply religious, while explicitly
rejecting religion. Between the two is the remarkable thirteenth-century
synthesis of reason and religion by St. Thomas Aquinas, applied to mod-
ern education by the twentieth-century philosopher Jacques Maritain.
As the other essays in this issue suggest, Maritain’s thinking provides a
Christian corrective to Deweyanism for public as well as private school-
teachers who wish to honor both their sacred callings and their secular
contracts. Although most of the contributors see Maritain as starkly
opposed to Dewey, the two philosophers have, I believe,enough in com-
mon (beyond their amply documented kindness) to be synthesized for
classroom purposes by intelligent and informed teachers, whether they
be believers or not.2

Dewey and Maritain would both agree that teachers must be intelli-
gent and informed . . . in other words,not just trained,not just prepared,
but in the process of being educated. This is, of course, problematic—
the contempt in which teacher education is held by arts and sciences
scholars is well-known,as is the disrepute in which it has long been held
by teachers. In our era of standards-based accountability, mindless “bags
of tricks,” and interpretations of “highly qualified” teachers referring only
to subject-matter preparation, for a teacher to be really educated will
more than ever require a vision of worthier goals, a knowledge of a
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wealth of alternatives, and the initiative to pursue those goals and alter-
natives.

Goals of Education
Both Dewey and Maritain were keenly aware of the importance of the

world outside the classroom. Teachers swamped by the needs and
demands of their students may often forget that world,but ideologies,poli-
cies, and standards will impact their ability to meet the needs of the kids
in their classrooms. Dewey was admirably sensitive to those inputs from
the community and had an eye for the “ends in view”—the social function
of the school in developing the intelligent uses of intelligence. However,
Maritain considered Dewey’s goal inadequate, his “growth toward more
growth” (Democracy and Education, p. 51) falsely modest, relativistic,
and de-liberating. There are objective truths, created by an intelligent
Truth, for the benefit of intelligent creatures made in His image:

The freedom of which we are speaking is not a mere unfolding of
potentialities without any object to be grasped, or a mere move-
ment for the sake of movement, without aim or objective to be
attained. It is sheer nonsense to offer such a movement to man as
constituting his glory. . . . The aim, here on earth, will always be
grasped in a partial and imperfect manner, and in this sense,
indeed, the movement is to be pursued without end. Yet the aim
will somehow be grasped, even though partially. . . . Truth—that
which does not depend on us but on what is—truth is not a set
of ready-made formulas to be passively recorded,so as to have the
mind closed and enclosed by them. Truth is an infinite realm—as
infinite as being. . . . No one is freer, or more independent, than
the one who gives himself for a cause or a real being worthy of
the gift. (Education at the Crossroads, pp. 11–12)

Maritain saw Dewey’s “scientific” view of man as helpful, but inade-
quately nuanced and hardly ennobling. Contrary to some conservative
Christian assumptions that Dewey was excessively “permissive,”3

Maritain saw Deweyanism as insufficiently providing for the richness of
the individual person, and in danger of reducing education to “the train-
ing of an animal for the utility of the state” (p. 5):

The job of education is not to shape the Platonist man-in-him-
self, but to shape a particular child belonging to a given nation,
a given social environment, a given historical age. . . . He is
endowed with a knowing power which is unlimited and which
nonetheless only advances step-by-step, [who] cannot progress
in his own specific life, both intellectually and morally, without
being helped by collective experience previously accumulated
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and preserved, and be a regular transmission of acquired knowl-
edge. In order to reach self-determination, for which he is made,
he needs discipline and tradition, which will both weigh heavi-
ly on him and strengthen him so as to enable him to struggle
against them—which will enrich that very tradition—and the
enriched tradition will make possible new struggles, and so
forth. (p. 2)

His view of the person was not incompatible with Dewey’s—a nat-
uralism “that was as humane as his humanism was naturalistic.”4

Nonetheless, it went considerably beyond it, viewing man as

an animal endowed with reason, whose supreme dignity is in
the intellect; and man as a free individual in personal relation
with God, whose supreme righteousness consists in voluntarily
obeying the law of God; and man as a sinful and wounded crea-
ture called to divine life and to the freedom of grace, whose
supreme perfection consists of love. (Maritain, p. 7)5

Maritain would be much more sympathetic with the view of Blaise
Pascal that “only in transcending himself does man become fully
human”: “Know then, proud man, what a paradox you are to yourself.
Humble yourself, weak reason; be silent, foolish nature; learn that man
infinitely transcends man, and learn from your Master your true condi-
tion, of which you are ignorant. Hear God.”6 Gerald Gutek’s analysis ear-
lier in this issue—that Maritain’s view of cognitive development is naïve
and out of date—may well be correct, but if one sees Maritain as dis-
cussing faith development, one finds him quite congenial with the cur-
rent studies of James W. Fowler.7 However, Maritain’s lofty view of the
humanizing process may not be compatible with the standardization
currently called “reform” by some political conservatives;he respects the
teacher more and requires more of that teacher than do the periodic
efforts to “teacher-proof” the curriculum,8 but he is also historically
informed and thus a far cry from the “current best practices” touted by
modern progressives.

Methods of Teaching
It would be misleading to assume from this that Maritain was hostile

to the teaching methods promoted by Dewey and his followers. Over
and over he praised them, but with caveats:

The means are not bad. On the contrary, they are generally
much better than those of the old pedagogy. The misfortune is
precisely that they are so good that we lose sight of the end.
Hence the surprising weakness of education today. . . . [t]he
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child is so well tested and observed, his needs so well detailed,
his psychology so clearly cut out, the methods for making it easy
for him are everywhere so perfected, that the end of all these
commendable improvements runs the risk of being forgotten or
disregarded. (p. 3)

Further,

The old education is to be reproached for its abstract and
bookish individualism. To have made education more experien-
tial, closer to concrete life and permeated with social concerns
from the very start is an achievement of which modern educa-
tion is justly proud. Yet in order to reach completion such a nec-
essary reform must understand, too, that to be a good citizen and
a man of civilization what matters above all is the inner center.
(p. 16)

And in contrast to the perception of Catholic education as being cen-
tered on “the nun with the ruler,” at no point was Maritain tougher than
when he condemned that stereotype:“Education by the rod is positively
bad education. . . . Any education which considers the teacher as the
principal agent perverts the very nature of the educational task” (p. 32).
Certainly the teacher is more than a “guide on the side” in his thinking:

An education which consisted in making the child responsible
for acquiring information about that of which he does not know
he is ignorant, an education which only contemplated a blos-
soming forth of the child’s instincts, and which rendered the
teacher a tractable and useless attendant, is but a bankruptcy of
education and of the responsibility of adults toward the youth.
(p. 33)

This would suggest that part of teacher preparation should include
training in how to lecture. I rarely find practicing teachers who have had
any training on doing lecture well. “Teacher talk” done badly is, indeed,
the terrible thing our progressives make it out to be. However, teacher
talk done well can be enormously helpful to those trying to deal with
such content-rich areas as world history and literature. Maritain under-
stood the value of challenge, but knew also that challenge is not the
same as brutality:

[W]e may wonder whether an education which yields itself
entirely to the sovereignty of the child,and which suppresses any
obstacle to be overcome,does not result in making students both
indifferent and too docile. . . . However that may be, it is still true
that birch and taws are bad educational measures. (p. 32)
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The teacher is to be an authority,but the child is not a passive recep-
tacle for testable trivia: Maritain warned of the dangers of behavioristic
“training of the subconscious” (p. 42) in particular and coercive instruc-
tion in general:

[W]hat matters most in the educational enterprise is a perpetu-
al appeal to intelligence and free will in the young. . . . Nothing
should be required of a child without an explanation and with-
out making sure that the child has understood. (pp. 9–10)

Further,

In asking a child to read a book, let us get him to undertake a
real spiritual adventure and meet and struggle with the internal
world of a given man, instead of glancing over a collection of
bits of thought and dead opinions, looked upon from without
and with sheer indifference,according to the horrible custom of
so many victims of what they call “being informed.” (p. 44–45)
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This might suggest that teachers of faith be conversant with the
ancient spiritual reading technique called lectio divina, in which the
reader prayerfully reads a small “bite” of a sacred or intellectually pro-
found text each day very slowly and meditatively, followed by a signifi-
cant quiet period for meditation on it, followed by silent and even
wordless prayer—contemplation—followed by ongoing rumination on
the passage through the rest of the day.9

Perhaps most important for teacher preparation is Maritain’s correc-
tive to Dewey’s “problem solving” approach to teaching. Certainly
Maritain acknowledged the vicissitudes of life and the need for orderly,
intelligent thought and experiment, but he worried that Dewey’s overem-
phasis on problem solving might lead to a “superstitious trust in tech-
niques” (p. 40),a formulaic approach to thinking exclusive of intuition and
imagination, and a negative view of the creation God considers good.

Thinking begins not only with difficulties,but with insights, and
ends up in insights which are made true by rational proving or
experimental verifying. . . . In the field of education this prag-
matic theory of knowledge, passing from philosophy to
upbringing, can hardly produce in the youth anything but a
scholarly skepticism equipped with the best techniques of men-
tal training, and the best scientific methods, which will unnatu-
rally be used against the very grain of intelligence, so as to cause
minds to distrust the very idea of truth and wisdom, and to give
up any hope of inner dynamic unity.” (p. 13)

Bruce Kuklick’s splendid intellectual history Churchmen and
Philosophers: From Jonathan Edwards to John Dewey makes me won-
der if perhaps Dewey’s problem-centered approach to teaching and
learning may have its origin in a residual New England Calvinistic view
of nature as a wilderness to be conquered, without a balancing view of
life as a gift to be enjoyed. I would not go further toward any psychobi-
ography of Dr. Dewey,but I might suggest that future teachers reflect on
their own assumptions about nature, competition, social Darwinism, and
the life of man—is it, as Hobbes said, “solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and
short,” or is it also rich in opportunities for generosity and altruism?10

How might that more balanced view affect one’s teaching? 
In a related thought, remembering Aquinas, Maritain views with dis-

approval a practice I myself have long considered benign: “never to dig
a ditch [in front of your students] that you fail to fill up” (p. 50). While
leaving questions open for the students to work out on their own is cer-
tainly a useful strategy in college-level studies, do I overdo it and leave
the students without scaffolding for life? Can I do a better job of dis-
cerning when to avoid what Paolo Freire disdainfully called “banking”—
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overly didactic—instruction (Maritain referred to it with equal disdain as
“the assumption that knowledge is a cramming of material into a bag,” p.
52), but when to avoid its opposite, what we might call “potholing”?
Gutek is right in arguing that Maritain would reject at least the “radical”
versions of constructivist teaching: “To raise clever doubts, to prefer
searching to finding, and perpetually to pose problems without ever
solving them are the great enemies of education” (p. 50). However, I am
not so certain Maritain would disapprove of the more moderate version
once advocated in this journal by Sam Hausfather.11

Likewise,Maritain took a more balanced view of the nature of teach-
ing. Play is extolled, but for its own sake, and not as a substitute for seri-
ous study (p. 55). Tellingly, he lamented:

Even from a naturalistic point of view it is a pity to see the
child’s mysterious expectant gravity and his resources as
regards the spiritual life neglected or trampled upon by his eld-
ers, either from some positivistic bias or because they think it is
their duty, when they deal with children, to make themselves
childish. (p. 61)

Quoting Robert Maynard Hutchins, he noted:

The child-centered school may be attractive to the child,
and no doubt is useful as a place in which the little ones may
release their inhibitions and hence behave better at home. But
educators cannot permit the students to dictate the course of
study unless they are prepared to confess that they are nothing
but chaperons [sic], supervising an aimless trial and error
process which is chiefly valuable because it keeps young peo-
ple from doing something worse. (p. 65)12

Similarly, Maritain took a balanced view of the role of the school, in
some contrast to Dewey’s almost messianic hopes for it. On one hand,
Maritain was aware of the dangers of psychological and social traumati-
zation and the transmission of prejudices by the family (p. 24), but he
was also reluctant to give too much responsibility to the school, afraid
that in its properly “whole child” approach to learning (including the
spiritual!), the school might go too far beyond “preparation,” thereby
“making the youth a victim of stupefying overwork” (p. 24). In trying to
be all things to all people, the school may become a tyrannical
appendage of what we would now call the “nanny state” (p. 100). On
the other hand, acknowledging the miseducation prevalent in Nazi
German schools of that era, Maritain was startling in his denunciation of
the “dark side” of instruction, urging that any school which “inculcates
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sectarianism and intolerance, racial or political fanaticism, worship of
hatred or enslavement” be dissolved (p. 106).

Although throughout his book he emphasized the importance of a
liberal education, Maritain had a surprising spin on the technical-profes-
sional aspects of teacher preparation. He was decidedly lukewarm on
what we would call “professional orientation” courses,regarding them as
“stimulating beginnings and attempts” at a comprehensive mental
world, but still as more of “a compensation and a palliative” (p. 49).
Psychology and methods courses too have a different, protective twist,
remembering Hippocrates’ maxim “First, do no harm.”

[T]he teacher must be solidly instructed in and deeply aware of
the psychology of the child, less in order to form the latter’s
will and feelings than in order to avoid deforming or wound-
ing them by pedagogical blunders. (p. 27, emphasis mine)

Although I may be more sanguine than Maritain about the positive
value of such courses for teachers, shifting a bit more toward minimiz-
ing the damage schools can do strikes me as supremely practical, while
also calling for a more intellectual, reflective version of such course
work. Certainly my teacher-education students headed for high school
teaching are much less tolerant of “mickey mouse” funsies than are my
early childhood education students; they are upset and embarrassed
when their dormmates unfairly disparage courses in “Crayons 101” and
other less printable epithets.

Dispositions to Be Fostered
I’m reluctant about applying the word “dispositions” to Maritain’s

recommendations, given the current “politically correct” and sentimen-
tally banal usage of the term by the National Council for the Accreditation
of Teacher Education. Certainly Maritain attached considerably more
importance to the cognitive aspects of learning, but he also advocated
developing an affectively positive, integrated personality—“The main
point is surely to be a good man rather than a learned man” (p. 20). In
another interesting twist on Dewey’s distaste for dualisms, Maritain
sought to end the dualisms between the spiritual and the secular, work
and contemplation (p. 89). The “end in view” of Maritain’s education
would be a love of truth, a love of good and justice, and “even the love of
heroic feats”(p. 37). Such a teacher would be a person who “exists glad-
ly,” who works passionately (Maritain notably does not enshrine hard
work!) and cooperatively. Above all, such a person would be grateful,
uplifted, and inspired by the knowledge of the gifts we have been given.
Certainly such a teacher would not shed a proper critical spirit, but he
would balance it with a habitual awareness of the beauties of life, which
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would be characteristically reflected by a graciousness in his teaching
and living: “Gratitude is the most exquisite form of courtesy.”13 In an era
of adequate yearly progress, bureaucratic overload, political malfeasance,
teacher bashing, student apathy, parental hostility, and professorial
despair, for which future teachers are given little but “problem solving”
formulae and instructional “bags of tricks” with which to cope,what a dif-
ference such an attitude might make in the life of a teacher.
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